Description of Planet Purification Projector (P3)
Have you ever wished for the removal of some corrupt person, politician, country, ideology, or group
from influencing and corrupting our beautiful world? I am sure you have. In fact you’ve probably
wished them removed from the planet. While the first wish is laudable the second can cause you
problems because what energies you send out eventually returns to you amplified. So sending Love
to an evil person and you just get amplified Love back; however, sending murderous thoughts comes
back to haunt you. Sending such negative energies is very bad consciousness.
The Beloved Master Jesus said to love your enemies as yourself. He did this because by sending
Love to your enemies you are in fact causing their negative evil energies back into them and they are
forced to clean up their act. You can do this even more powerfully by calling for the angels, like
Archangel Michael, to put His circle of Blue Flame around them and compel Divine Justice for them. If
the person is not really evil the Love you send blesses them and assists them to be a better person.
They either get cleaned up or cleaned out.
When I was about 16 years old, I prayed to God to teach me how the universe really functions as the
current science seemed to be a tiny subset of truth and much of it I felt was just plain wrong or badly
distorted. I have had a very interesting life because of this simple prayer by me as a naive boy. My
academic background is degrees in mathematics and engineering, with a near physics degree. I have
been an avid researcher into alternative science since I was very young. I had two near death
experiences by the time I was 8 years which changed my perceptions. I have studied every religion in
depth, all the alternative scientists I could find, the list is endless. I also received visions of how the
universe really worked. Some of these visions showed me how to build various inventions. These I
built and they work just as the visions declared. When I want to know something I ask and I receive
Just as the Bible said. The P3 was recently shown to me as a way to help clean up the earth.
Because of the violence, wars, and many other evils on planet earth, I have “prayed/asked/decreed”
many many times for the Great God Beings to show me how I can do something with my
invention/science abilities to help clean up our world. After many years of persistent asking I have
finally been shown. The result is the Planet Purification Projector (P3) shown below. It is about a foot
high and works on 12 volts DC from a common 110 volt plug in power supply.
The P3 works on a quantum or aetheric level. Any pure love blessing blazed into
the picture on the P3 is instantly sent to the object of the picture be it a person,
place or thing.
The P3 is a sophisticated Sacred Fire projector. God is Light. Divine Purity is one
quality of the Sacred Fire, as is Love, Wisdom, Power. The P3 sends pure spiritual
Purity Light anywhere it is directed. It works exceedingly well. If you are interested
in cleaning up this beautiful planet you can order a Planet Purification Projector
from Auric Water Enterprises LLC address below. $700 per P3.
AuricWaterEnterprises@gmail.com.
God Bless you and Shine His Love and Light on you and Purify you !
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